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I returned to the Loop under the guise of seeing a movie. I don't make it here very often 
anymore and I don't know why, really. I lived out my college years—and the post -collegiate 
denial ones—on Delmar, ricocheting between sugary sweet coffees at the Bread Company 
and pitchers of beer at the Red Sea. When the movie was over, I knew I needed to stay a 
spell. So I took my nostalgia (and my husband) across the street to Brandt's, where we seated 
ourselves outside, and waited to not be served. 
 
My husband counted the number of times a waitress or bus boy ignored us in passing, while I 
instead watched a remarkably dense and steady stream of young people traveling the Loop 
like packs of hip little ants.  
 
Where were they coming from? And then, I realized: it's that time of year. It's them. They come 
every year, and wander the Loop in awe weekend after weekend, drunk on their own 
newfound freedom. They are, of course, the college freshmen. 
 
Someone, interrupting my train of thought, clears half of the previous customers' debris from 
our table. I barely notice. I am too busy wondering when they started letting pre-teens in 
college. This is an entire class of Doogie Howsers. I can't imagine them behind the wheel of a 
vehicle, let alone cut loose on a college campus.  
 
I can feel their excitement and yet I pity them, too. I look around. No, I don't see our waitress. 
But I do see ghosts of the Loop Past. It strikes me that this generation will never know the 
crunch of a Flying Burrito Brothers taco. Or that Cicero's wasn't always an entertainmentplex 
selling polo shirts; that it was once the place to see cool bands. Or that they'll never pay 
pocket change to sit in sagging Tivoli seats and watch a movie run from a third-rate projector.  
 
What these freshmen see is today's Loop. Yes, some old standards, like Red Sea, Vintage 
Vinyl, Riddle's and Saleem's, where garlic is king. But now there's Blockbuster, Foot Locker 
and Ultimate Smoothie. The clothing boutiques have doubled, as have their price tags.  
 
Our waitress arrives and hands us our menus. "Sorry about the delay," she says. "It's crazy 
here with college back." What? They're blocking her path to our table? Because it isn't college 
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students holding down the tables around us; it's people like us. Old people—in their 30s, even. 
 
I don't even open my menu. I look again at the freshmen and wonder how and when I became 
the one enjoying a quiet dinner while they  sail past on a cloud of enthusiasm and possibility.  
 
Quite suddenly, the wave of collegiates parts. In that briefest of moments, I catch sight of the 
couple at the table across from ours. Something amazing is happening. They're getting 
served. Someone has taken their order, relayed it to the kitchen staff and, yes, brought it to 
them. 
 
And just as suddenly, I realize that my time has not passed. Things may change, but even in 
the world I now inhabit, there is indeed hope. I open up my menu and the crowd of freshmen 
seem to disappear into the background of their new Loop as I wait, once again, to place my 
order, quite confidently that I could perhaps actually get it filled. 
 
Maybe. 
 
Julia Smillie Carey's advice column, "Ask Julia ," appears every Tuesday on STLtoday.com  
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